
Broaden your school
district to engage,

win back, and retain
students with a
custom online

school. 

Diversify options for how students attend school in your district with
a fully turn-key virtual school. This solution offers the best of both

worlds, whereby students can still have access to the school district
community via clubs and athletics if they so choose, while learning

takes place primarily in the home. 

Drive Student Success
with a customized, modern program

Custom Online Schools
The all-in-one, modern learning advantage
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Expansive Literacy Tools

17,000+ eBooks
Leveled reading programs

Powerful reading fluency tool
Robust management tools

Vetted nonfiction content

Adaptive Learning

Quickly accelerates learning
Targeted video lessons
Custom skills practice

Gamification

Dynamic Classroom

Modern virtual classrooms
designed for simplicity, focus and
learning, with interactive features.

24/7 Academic Support

Grading & Reporting

Hands-on Materials
24/7 support available from

Academic Support Team agents
and certified teachers who

can assist with course
navigation, content questions,

and technical issues.

Fosters academic integrity
Feedback and grading tool

Plagiarism checker
Draft coach

TVS

Provides enhanced
reporting to districts for
easier state reporting.

Teacher Feedback

Video and audio teacher
feedback button built into

secondary platform.
Hands-on immersive experiences
with physical materials including

manipulatives, workbooks, and kits.

Top 5 Reasons District Leaders Love
Custom Online Schools

Customized Programs: Virtual schools, programs, career pathways, and
summer school options designed to meet your needs.

Affordable Price Point: Flexible and scalable student-centered solutions for
every price point. 

Comprehensive Curriculum: Full suite of award-winning standards-aligned
K-12 curricular offerings including core content, career learning, and special
education services, SEL, and credit recovery. High-quality, engaging
content that delivers results.

Unparalleled Student Experience: Spark the joy of learning and discovery with
tools built for deep engagement. Rigorous, standards-aligned curricula position
students for college or career success. The learning experience is truly engaging
with personalized programs, gamification, and hands-on immersive experiences.
All students have access to 24/7 support.

An All-in-One Solution: No need to purchase multiple subscriptions and print
materials - it's all included. 
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Explore Dynamic Features for Educators and Learners
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